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Via Afrika Economics 2012
this text provides an introduction to the central tenets of economic theory each section of the book takes the
reader from the elementary to the more advanced theories and applications and is written from a southern
african perspective

Via Afrika Economics 2011
study master economic and management sciences grade 8 has been especially developed by an experienced
author team for the curriculum and assessment policy statement caps this new and easy to use course helps
learners to master essential content and skills in economic and management sciences

Exploring Business Economics 1988
this volume is a collection of selected empirical studies on determinants of economic growth in africa grouped
into three parts chapters examine the influence of financial sources and economic growth sources of
productivity growth and prices exchange rates and trade relationships with growth in regions in africa or the
continent as a whole this edited book is authored by african experts in the field who employ diverse up to date
data and methods to provide robust empirical results based on representative firms household surveys and
secondary country level data covering individuals or multiple countries on the continent it contains a wealth of
empirical evidence deep analyses and sound recommendations for policymakers and researchers for designing
and implementing effective social and national policies and strategies to prevent and to reduce poverty and its
negative effects on poor households and in poor regions the volume will be a useful resource for policymakers
and researchers involved in promoting economic growth and fighting poverty it will also appeal to a broader



audience interested in economic development resource economics policies economic welfare and inclusive
growth

Exploring Business Economics 1996
this title is an introduction to economics in general set against a contemporary south african background the
practical examples make this publication extremely accessible

Economic and Management Science for the New Nation
2003-12-01
textbook on economics designed for a first year course in economic theory for students whose interest lies
mainly in the process of economic growth in developing countries of east africa covers national income the
standard of living the supply of and demand for economic resources agriculture and the marketing of
agricultural products entrepreneurship industry labour force wages trade the balance of payments public
enterprise taxation economic planning etc

Learning Economic and Management Sciences Can be Fun! 2004
this book focuses on the exchange rate pass through erpt second round effects and the inflation process in
south africa the authors demonstrate that magnitudes of the second round effects of the exchange rate
depreciation and oil price shocks depend on inflation regimes the impact of positive oil price shocks on inflation
is weakened by monetary policy credibility evidence shows the influence of oil price on unit labour costs and



correlation between exchange rate changes and inflation has weakened in addition erpt is reduced by low
business and consumer confidence high trade openness low inflation and high exchange rate volatility which
weaken real economic activity both monetary and fiscal policy credibility lowers the sizes of erpt to inflation and
inflation expectations fiscal policy via fuel levies administered prices and public transport inflation channel
impacts the responses of monetary policy to inflation shocks the authors show that second round effects
contribute very little to wage inflation following an exchange rate depreciation shock both lending rate and
household consumption responds asymmetrical to repo rate changes this book will appeal to policymakers
students academics and analysts

Economics 1996
presenting a topical analysis of the challenges and achievements of enterprise enterprise and economic
development in africa examines contributions to economic development on the continent as well as exploring
implications for policy dimensions

Economic and Management Sciences, Grade 8 2013-07-11
for a long time economic research on africa was not seen as a profitable venture intellectually or professionally
few researchers in top ranked institutions around the world chose to become experts in the field this was
understandable the reputation of africa centered economic research was not enhanced by the well known
limitations of economic data across the continent moreover development economics itself was not always
fashionable and the broader discipline of economics has had its ups and downs and has been undergoing a
major identity crisis because it failed to predict the great recession times have changed many leading
researchers including a few nobel laureates have taken the subject of africa and economics seriously enough to



devote their expertise and creativity to it they have been amply rewarded the richness complexities and
subtleties of african societies civilizations rationalities and ways of living have helped renew the humanities and
the social sciences and economics in particular to the point that the continent has become the next major
intellectual frontier to researchers from around the world in collecting some of the most authoritative
statements about the science of economics and its concepts in the african context this handbook the first of two
volumes opens up the diverse acuity of commentary on exciting topics and in the process challenges and
stimulates the quest for knowledge wide ranging in its scope themes language and approaches this volume
explores examines and assesses economic thinking on africa and africa s contribution to the discipline the
editors bring a set of powerful resources to this endeavor most notably a team of internationally renowned
economists whose diverse viewpoints are complemented by the perspectives of philosophers political scientists
and anthropologists the set of analyses and reflections presented here try to endow each subject with depth
and discovery

Determinants of Economic Growth in Africa 2018-05-16
in a sweeping survey of african economies leading scholars offer the latest research into the biggest current
influences on african growth and development taking account of relevant institutional contexts as well as
significant or unique problems that have slowed africa s progress

Learning Economic and Management Science Can Be Fun
2004-09-01
this invaluable collection compares the relatively unsuccessful economic development of subsaharan africa with



that of the successful asian economies especially the asian tigers it covers three main areas of comparison the
lessons for africa from the asian experience secondly the comparisons of various aspects of economic
development in africa and asia and finally convergence how far the laggard economies are catching up with or
diverging away from each other

Economics for South African Students 2004
a comprehensive introduction to macro economics set against a contemporary south african background it
covers all the material usually prescribed for introductory courses in macro economics and also lays a solid
foundation for intermediate and advanced studies in macro economics

Economics 1986
a valuable corrective to the fraying narrative of african failure foreign affairs not so long ago africa was being
described as the hopeless continent recently though talk has turned to africa rising with enthusiastic voices
exclaiming the potential for economic growth across many of its countries what then is the truth behind africa s
growth or lack of it in this provocative book morten jerven fundamentally reframes the debate challenging
mainstream accounts of african economic history whilst for the past two decades experts have focused on
explaining why there has been a chronic failure of growth in africa jerven shows that most african economies
have been growing at a rapid pace since the mid nineties in addition african economies grew rapidly in the
fifties the sixties and even into the seventies thus african states were dismissed as incapable of development
based largely on observations made during the 1980s and early 1990s the result has been misguided analysis
and few practical lessons learned this is an essential account of the real impact economic growth has had on
africa and what it means for the continent s future



An Introduction to Economics for East Africa 1968
while sharing some characteristics with other middle income countries south africa is a country with a unique
economic history and distinctive economic features it is a regional economic powerhouse that plays a significant
role not only in southern africa and in the continent but also as a member of brics however there has been a
lack of structural transformation and weak economic growth and south africa faces the profound triple
challenges of poverty inequality and unemployment any meaningful debate about economic policies to address
these challenges needs to be informed by a deep understanding of historical developments robust empirical
evidence and rigorous analysis of south africa s complex economic landscape this volume seeks to provide a
wide ranging set of original detailed and state of the art analytical perspectives that contribute to scientific
knowledge as well as to well informed and productive discourse on the south african economy while
concentrating on the more recent economic issues facing south africa the handbook also provides historical and
political context it offers an in depth examination of strategic issues in the country s key economic sectors and
brings together diverse analytical perspectives

Exchange Rate, Second Round Effects and Inflation Processes
2019-04-23
a continent of vast diversity stretching from the deserts of the north through the equatorial tropics into the
more temperate south africa brims with challenges and issues this book collects a series of papers examining a
number of these topics and how they impact african nations the united states and the global community the
analyses also present possible solutions to some of the continent s most vexing problems as many of its nations
chart a course of political and economic development



Enterprise and Economic Development in Africa 2021-06-11
over the past 20 years the global political economy has experienced its most profound shifts since the onset of
the industrial revolution in south africa and the world mills soko reflects on some of the salient issues that have
pervaded public discourse during this time analysing them within the context of the contemporary south african
political economy and of the country s position in the world arranged thematically the essays were all written
during a defining period in recent history a period that has witnessed among others the accession of china to
the wto the 9 11 terrorist attacks on the us the invention of the ipad the birth of facebook the 2008 9 global
financial crisis brexit and the global coronavirus pandemic which began at the end of 2019 the turbulent
multipolar world demands visionary political and economic leadership supported by institutions well attuned to
contemporary conditions such leadership is in short supply nor is the existing institutional architecture
sufficiently equipped to deal with a complex array of economic social environmental technological and
demographic challenges mills soko highlights what has not worked in terms of politics leadership foreign policy
the economy the african development trajectory corporate ethics international trade global governance and the
thread which underlies all these issues the importance of strong decisive and accountable leadership he
counters his criticism with what has worked and offers views on how some of the problems that have
constrained progress in south africa and the world can be solved a central message emerges from his writings
leadership and governance matter whether in the national or international context it is a message that
permeates all the chapters in the book and it goes to the heart of what south africa has gone through over the
past two decades and where it is today



The Oxford Handbook of Africa and Economics: Context and
concepts 2015
this book examines the dynamics in capital flows credit markets and growth in south africa the authors explore
the role of global economic growth policy shifts and various economic policy uncertainties central banks in
advanced economies are engaged in unconventional monetary policy tools such as balance sheet policies
negative interest rates and extended forward guidance to assist them to meet their price financial and macro
economic stability objectives this book determines whether brics gdp growth is a source of shocks or an
amplifier of global growth shocks the authors find that global economic growth and policy uncertainty reinforce
each other via capital flows credit conditions and business confidence on the domestic economy furthermore
they demonstrate that there is momentum in the changes in the spread between the repo rate and federal
funds rate in addition global real policy rates impact domestic gdp growth and labor market conditions the
authors examine the economic costs of capital flow surges sudden stops and elevated portfolio volatility shocks
and their interaction with gdp growth and credit they show that equity and debt inflows matter in the
attainment of the price stability mandate moreover business confidence transmits sovereign credit ratings
upgrades and downgrades shocks to the real economy via gdp growth the cost of government debt and
borrowing to impact credit growth high gdp growth increases the likelihood of sovereign credit ratings upgrades
hence policymakers should implement pro growth policies inflation regimes impact the transmission of positive
nominal demand shocks to the price level low and stable inflation inflation below 4 5 per cent reduces the pass
through of positive nominal demand shocks to inflation



An Economics Textbook for Africa 1972
this open access book presents a picture of the current energy challenges on the african continent and the sub
saharan region in particular and proposes pathways to an accelerated energy transition starting with an analysis
of the status quo and the outlook for africa s energy demand and energy access it provides an account of the
available resources including hydrocarbons and renewable energy resources which are playing an increasingly
crucial role it then moves on to analyze the level of investment required to scale up africa s energy systems
shedding light on the key barriers and elaborating on potential solutions it also provides a suggestion for
improving the effectiveness of eu africa cooperation while mainly intended for policymakers and academics this
book also speaks to a broader audience interested in gaining an overview of the challenges and opportunities of
the african energy sector today and in the future

African Economic Development 2019-05-08
a comprehensive introduction to economics which demystifies the subject and also serves as a reference work
for economists the book covers all the material usually prescribed for introductory courses and lays a solid
foundation for intermediate and advanced studies in economics

Learning Economic and Management Sciences Can be Fun! 2004
universities and economic development in africa pact academic core and coordination draws together evidence
and synthesises the findings from eight african case studies the three key findings presented in this report are
as follows 1 there is a lack of clarity and agreement pact about a development model and the role of higher
education in development at both national and institutional levels there is however an increasing awareness



particularly at government level of the importance of universities in the global context of the knowledge
economy 2 research production at the eight african universities is not strong enough to enable them to build on
their traditional undergraduate teaching roles and make a sustained contribution to development via new
knowledge production a number of universities have manageable student staff ratios and adequately qualifi ed
staff but inadequate funds for staff to engage in research in addition the incentive regimes do not support
knowledge production 3 in none of the countries in the sample is there a coordinated effort between
government external stakeholders and the university to systematically strengthen the contribution that the
university can make to development while at each of the universities there are exemplary development projects
that connect strongly to external stakeholders and strengthen the academic core the challenge is how to
increase the number of these projects the project on which this report is based forms part of a larger study on
higher education and economic development in africa undertaken by the higher education research and
advocacy network in africa herana herana is coordinated by the centre for higher education transformation in
south africa

Africa and Asia in Comparative Economic Perspective 2001-05-14
in the universally acclaimed and award winning the bottom billion paul collier reveals that fifty failed states
home to the poorest one billion people on earth pose the central challenge of the developing world in the
twenty first century the book shines much needed light on this group of small nations largely unnoticed by the
industrialized west that are dropping further and further behind the majority of the world s people often falling
into an absolute decline in living standards a struggle rages within each of these nations between reformers and
corrupt leaders and the corrupt are winning collier analyzes the causes of failure pointing to a set of traps that
ensnare these countries including civil war a dependence on the extraction and export of natural resources and
bad governance standard solutions do not work he writes aid is often ineffective and globalization can actually



make matters worse driving development to more stable nations what the bottom billion need collier argues is a
bold new plan supported by the group of eight industrialized nations if failed states are ever to be helped the g8
will have to adopt preferential trade policies new laws against corruption new international charters and even
conduct carefully calibrated military interventions collier has spent a lifetime working to end global poverty in
the bottom billion he offers real hope for solving one of the great humanitarian crises facing the world today set
to become a classic crammed with statistical nuggets and common sense his book should be compulsory
reading the economist if sachs seems too saintly and easterly too cynical then collier is the authentic old africa
hand he knows the terrain and has a keen ear if you ve ever found yourself on one side or the other of those
arguments and who hasn t then you simply must read this book niall ferguson the new york times book review
rich in both analysis and recommendations read this book you will learn much you do not know it will also
change the way you look at the tragedy of persistent poverty in a world of plenty financial times

Macro-Economics 2002-10
this new book provides analyses of capitalism versus socialism as well as case studies illuminating the latest
economic developments in the shift taking place in africa book jacket

Africa 2015-06-11
this book explains why african countries have remained mired in a disastrous economic crisis since the late
1970s it shows that dynamics internal to african state structures largely explain this failure to overcome
economic difficulties rather than external pressures on these same structures as is often argued far from being
prevented from undertaking reforms by societal interest and pressure groups clientelism within the state elite
ideological factors and low state capacity have resulted in some limited reform but much prevarication and



manipulation of the reform process by governments which do not really believe that reform will be effective

Economic and Management Sciences, Grade 9 2015-05-29
this book is a useful resource for government policy analysts academics students of higher education and
business practitioners interested in african economies and the key economic issues these economies are facing
in 2020 in the face of weak governance and growth globally there is still a window of opportunity for countries in
africa to build on not only their traditional industrial capabilities but also pave the way for positive
developments in international trade and in the way governments tackle poverty and inequality by focusing on
four areas 1 agriculture and livestock 2 consumption poverty and inequality 3 financial services employment
and corporate governance and 4 economic integration international trade and foreign direct investment fdi this
book presents a series of empirical studies that examine important contemporary economic issues facing africa
the book incorporates a range of methodological approaches with some chapters providing case study analyses
while others embrace more traditional forms of econometric testing

Economics for Eastern Africa 1980
development largely depends on how given places participate in global economic processes the contributions to
this book address various features of the integration of sub saharan africa into the world economy via value
chains so as to explain corresponding challenges and opportunities the book deals with five issues that have not
been covered adequately in scientific debates first policies are essential to promote value chains and increase
their impact on development second value chains are diverse and the variance between them has major
economic and political implications third regional value chains appear to constitute a viable alternative to global
ones or at least are complementary to them promising better developmental outcomes for the global south



fourth political and socio economic factors are important considerations for a complete assessment of value
chains fifth cities and city regions are also crucial objects of study in seeking to achieve a comprehensive
assessment of value chains

The Oxford Handbook of the South African Economy 2022-01-20

Study and Master Economic and Business Management Grade 7
for CAPS Learner's Book 2013-07-11

Politics and Economics of Africa 2001

South Africa and the World 2021-09-27

Capital Flows, Credit Markets and Growth in South Africa
2019-12-11



The Economics of African Development 1971

Energy in Africa 2018-08-06

Economics for South African Students 1996

Universities and Economic Development in Africa 2011

The Economics of African Countries 1969

The Bottom Billion 2007-05-25

Economic Development in Africa 1999



African Economies and the Politics of Permanent Crisis, 1979-1999
2001-09-24

Economics of African Development 1990

A Multidimensional Economic Assessment of Africa 2021-05-29

Value Chains in Sub-Saharan Africa 2019-05-22
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